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how do you sharpen your recurve ZT350 or ZT300?
Posted by ScottSherman - 25 Aug 2012 17:55

_____________________________________

I am a new knife owner and now have a ZT 350 and the ZT560 along with a number of other Shun
kitchen knives and a bunch of less interesting knives. I have been following as many forums and
youtubes as I could but I have not really found anything showing or detailing how to sharpen the recurve
portion of the blade. I have ordered a WEPS with diamond grit flat stones up to 1000 grit and a flat fine
ceramic stone, but I have ordered a pair of curved ceramic stones that are labeled 400 and 600 grit.
Since I am new to this whole world, I am not clear on whether the ceramic 400 and 600 stones are going
to be finer than the 1000 diamond grit stones. Would the round ceramic 600 stone leave a mirror finish
or is it just going to be the same as if I used a 600 grit diamond stone (but curved)?

Sorry if this is considered a dumb question, but I am very excited in anticipation of getting this setup. I
want to order the right stones and accessories for my knives.
============================================================================

Re: how do you sharpen your recurve ZT350 or ZT300?
Posted by PhilipPasteur - 26 Aug 2012 11:58

_____________________________________

Scott,
I recently sharpened a couple of knives with recurves. I did the CRKT Ken Onion Foresite and the Cold
Steel Spartan. The CS Spartan has a more significant recurve. Though I have not handled the 350,
looking at the pictures, the Spartan has more recurve than the ZT knife.I just went through my typical
progression for working knives. I used 19 degrees per side. The diamonds from 100 to 1000. Then
Choseras from 800 to 3000 (I usually stop here with the 1000 Chosera, but decided to make thes a bit
finer and more reflective), then leather strops at 6, 3, 1 and 0.05 microns. I then set a micro bevel at 21
degrees with the Shapton 15K stone and restropped at 19 degrees with 0.125 and 0.1 Diamond on
Kangaroo. I got nicely sharp and very reflective edges. I didn't have any problems with using the
standard stones and strops.

With the finer stones (2000 and 3000) chosera stones initially there was some flaking of the edges, but I
just lightened up the stroke a bit and all was ok.

I didn't notice any deeper scratches due to hittng the blade with the edges of the stone in the recurve
area. I used up to 100X magnification. After all, the sbrasives on the edge of the stone are the same as
those in the middle. A nice light touch, it seems, prevents any gouging.

The rounded stones will help getting more abrasive at the edge and maybe speed things up some, But, if
you did not have them you should still be able to sharpen the 350 just fine. For setting the bevel, the
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stock diamonds (from my experience) should work just fine.

Phil
============================================================================

Re: how do you sharpen your recurve ZT350 or ZT300?
Posted by ScottSherman - 26 Aug 2012 12:12

_____________________________________

Thanks Phil,
Very
much appreciated
.

I will call WE Monday to change my order which is cool because now I can add another stone or two that
I had a hard time justifying.

It would still be outstanding if others especially with my ZT 350 could share what works what didn't.

Great community forum this.

Thanks
Scott
============================================================================

Re: how do you sharpen your recurve ZT350 or ZT300?
Posted by razoredgeknives - 27 Aug 2012 11:49
_____________________________________

wickededge wrote:
Good questions - first I think you'll be able to sharpen both those knives with the flat stones since the
curves aren't very tight. Second, the 600 grit ceramic is similar to the 600 grit diamond though the
diamond will be more coarse until it's broken in.
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So the curved stones are around the 600 grit range? The ones I got (around the beginning of the year)
look EXACTLY like my 1200/1600 grit ceramics that you used to sell... and they perform identically. I use
my curved ceramics as an &quot;in-between&quot; to go from the 1k diamonds to my 5k/10k choseras,
and they work great. By the time I am off of the fine curved ceramics, I am starting to get a nice polish
(Could probably come close to a mirror finish if I were to go to just one strop - i.e. 3um or something).
============================================================================

Re: how do you sharpen your recurve ZT350 or ZT300?
Posted by razoredgeknives - 27 Aug 2012 11:52
_____________________________________

PhilipPasteur wrote:
Scott,
With the finer stones (2000 and 3000) chosera stones initially there was some flaking of the edges, but I
just lightened up the stroke a bit and all was ok.

I didn't notice any deeper scratches due to hittng the blade with the edges of the stone in the recurve
area. I used up to 100X magnification. After all, the sbrasives on the edge of the stone are the same as
those in the middle. A nice light touch, it seems, prevents any gouging.

The rounded stones will help getting more abrasive at the edge and maybe speed things up some, But, if
you did not have them you should still be able to sharpen the 350 just fine. For setting the bevel, the
stock diamonds (from my experience) should work just fine.

Phil

If you lap the &quot;corners&quot; or edges of the choseras they will not flake off/scrape off, and also
they will not leave any chips in the edge of your knife once they are smoothed out (I learned this the hard
way, lol). In fact, I can use the corners of my choseras now to do heavy re-curves just fine... it doesn't
eat them away at all and works great.

+1 on the stock diamonds working on re-curves as well!

Phil, you should post some pics for us for motivation! lol
============================================================================
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Re: how do you sharpen your recurve ZT350 or ZT300?
Posted by PhilipPasteur - 27 Aug 2012 12:48

_____________________________________

I will try to do that. Got a new camera and trying to figure out how to get postable ...decent pictures out
of it. The full 18 megapixel photos are way too big... even cropping does not make them of decent size. I
will see what I can do this evening.
BTW, I have chamfered the edges on all of the Choseras... maybe not enough. I had to on my 10K... I
almost had a heart attack when I chipped one...

============================================================================

Re: how do you sharpen your recurve ZT350 or ZT300?
Posted by PhilipPasteur - 27 Aug 2012 20:09

_____________________________________

Here are a few photos of the Cold Steel Spartan... It has been used a bunch since sharpening. I cut at
least 50 suckers off of my Silver Maple tree. Some as big as my little finger (diameter). Have cut
cardboard and half inch nylon rope. In other words, it is not a show piece right off of the sharpener with a
mirror edge. The knife is a beast !! Just AUS8A, but they must have done a good job with the tempering.
It is still pretty darn sharp...at least arm hair shaving sharp. A bit short of push cutting copy paper, but
easily slices the same.

Phil
============================================================================
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